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Studying the integrated proper0es of galaxies has been so far essen0al to derive their proper0es in the local and far Universe.
But, being galaxies complex systems, separately unveiling the history of the stellar mass assembly of individual components will 

provide unprecedented insights on galaxies evolu0on. 
Using a novel technique of mul0-wavelength decomposi0on, we decoupled the spectro-photometric informa0on of the bulge and 

disk in galaxy, combining the extraordinary spa0al informa0on from Hubble Space Telescope (HST) data with the ultra-deep op0cal 
medium-band spectrophotometry provided by the Survey for High-z Absorp0on Red and Dead Sources (SHARDS) images.
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From an observational point of view it remains elusive 
how each individual component assembles and evolves

within each galaxy through time 

Are bulges formed at early 1mes 
before the disk component? 

(Graham 2013, de La Rosa et al. 2016, CostanEn et al. 2020)

Do bulges arise from disk material?
(Kormendy & KennicuI 2004, Fisher & Drory 2008, Kormendy 2016)

Tacchella+15, Science 348, 314
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We analyzed a sample of galaxies (>100) in 
GOODS-N @ z < 1 and with log(M/M⊙) > 10

We combined the ultra-deep opHcal 
medium-band spectrophotometry provided 
by SHARDS (m < 26.5 AB mag @ 3𝛔 level) 

with the spaHal informaHon from HST

Using this wide wavelength range, it is
possible to appreciate the morphological

evoluHon of the bulge and disk component
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We derive the SED separately for the 
bulge and disk of each galaxy

Thanks to its 25 medium-band filters, 
SHARDS data set permits to accurately
determine the main properXes of the 

stellar populaXons of galaxies, providing a 
smooth SED with a resoluXon R ∼ 50
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We are able to provide robust esHmaHons of some key properHes of the 
bulge and disk component in individual galaxies, such as the stellar mass, 
mass-weighted age, and dust aWenuaHon, discussing the implicaHons for 

their assembly history across cosmic Hme up to z = 1

The characterizaHon of the bulge and disk hierarchical assembly through
redshiY could provide bounding constraints for cosmological simulaHons

which aim to reproduce the observed Universe


